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Esophageal metallic stent fixation with dental floss:
a simple method to prevent migration

Fig. 1 The dental floss is grasped with a smallsized biopsy forceps.

Fig. 3

The dental floss in position.

after the procedure and, if the proximal
uncovered flange of the stent is embedded in the esophageal mucosa and does
not separate from the esophagus with air
insufflation, the external fixation is removed.
This method has been successfully used in
eight patients with esophageal malignancies. Of the stents used in these patients,
seven were partially covered and one was
fully covered. In the patient with the fully
covered stent, a needle-knife was used to
puncture the sheath, allowing the passage
of the dental floss through the mesh. We
believe the external fixation using dental
floss is a simple and cheap method that
can be applied to any kind and size of
stent.
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Fig. 4 The dental floss is inserted into a nasoenteral tube, which is pushed down towards
the mesh to protect the nasopharyngeal mucosa.

Fig. 2 a The dental floss is passed through
the stent mesh from the outside to the inside.
b The floss is then carried down using the
biopsy forceps.

Use of fully and partially covered selfexpanding metallic esophageal stents
(SEMS) is associated with high rates of
migration [1]. Stent modification with a
silk thread to permit external fixation,
proposed by Shim et al., has been shown
to reduce migration [2] but this stent may
not be routinely available. Therefore we
present another modified stent technique

that can be used in patients with or at risk
for stent migration.
A piece of dental floss is grasped with a
" Fig. 1) and advanced to
biopsy forceps (●
the esophagus. The endoscope is positioned at the upper border of the stent
and the forceps carrying the floss is
passed through the stent mesh from the
outside to the inside and advanced again
" Fig. 2). The endoscope is passed fur(●
ther through the stent and the floss is
grasped with the forceps and gently
pulled back, taking care to avoid stent
" Fig. 3). Finally, using a
dislodgment (●
method similar to exchange of a nasobili" Fig. 4), the denary drainage catheter (●
tal floss is drawn out through the nose,
and, after having tied a knot into it, its
loose end is fixed to the patient’s earlobe.
Upper endoscopy is repeated 2 weeks
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